'man': bama (PS)

100.3n* Gudjala *** Charters Towers area - E35 (AIAS E60) see 'RLS' (100.3e)

Gudjala (AC, AIAS), Kutjala (SAW, O'G, 'RLS');
dialects: Gudyal, Gurdyal (PS), Kutjale (T)

Sutton has recorded in both the Gudyal and Gurdyal dialects. He lists 10 possible speakers, making this a possibility for major salvage.

'man': mari (Gudjala); bama (Gurdyal); yarala (Gudyal) (PS)

100.3o* Warungu * See 'RLS' Y126 (AIAS Y133) (100.3f)

Warungu (T, AC, SAW, O'G, 'RLS', AIAS), Bara? ('RLS'), Koritjal (Tsunoda)

This dialect marks the northern boundary of the Mari group. It shares 48% basic vocabulary with Biri even though it is several dialects away. Sutton says it is virtually identical with Gugu Badhun except that Warungu has lost its dentals through close contact with Djirbal and Wargumay. Tsunoda has recently been collecting all that remains of a dialect called Koritjal which appears to be the same as Warungu. He says it has a respect language spoken to uncles and aunts. Dixon has 500 words and grammatical notes and Sutton has also recorded vocabulary and sentences. Just a few informants remain.

'man': bama (PS)

100.3p* Gugu Badhun * See 'RLS' Y17 (AIAS Y128) (100.3k)

Gugu Badhun (PS, AIAS), Badun (AC), Breeaba (C)

Sutton has engaged in major salvage of this dialect, obtaining small amounts of text as well as lexical material.

'man': bama (PS)